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PROTECTING YOUR MISSION-CRITICAL WORKLOADS
VDI is a mission-critical workload. Every minute counts when user productivity 
is impacted. Even an hour of downtime can result in significant revenue loss:

• Manufacturing Customer: VDI outages cost $150/user/hour. When the 
blast radius of the outage is wall-to-wall, the loss balloons to $250,000 in 
lost revenue per day. 

• Financial Services Customer: Lost productivity due to VDI downtime is 
calculated at $1 million in revenue per day. 

Any enterprise with VDI will attest that deploying and operating it is difficult. 
Yet, for this mission-critical workload, most don’t account for the tools needed 
to monitor uptime. Those enterprises that do purchase monitoring tools find 
themselves with a myriad of applications to cobble together, which compounds 
the complexity of VDI.

With traditional VDI, many issues impact your users and generate help desk 
tickets: “It’s slow.” “I can’t connect.” “I got dropped.” What is happening”? 

There’s a better way. Workspot is a modern, cloud-native end user computing  
platform that enables you to deploy and operate Cloud PCs while also protecting 
your investment with native, real-time monitoring and alerting tools.

REAL-TIME INCIDENT OBSERVABILITY WITH WORKSPOT WATCHTM 

Delivering an enterprise-grade Cloud PC service involves numerous solution elements, across multiple vendors, 
making it difficult to get a real-time understanding of what an end user is experiencing on their device. Why are 
they unable to connect? Why is performance poor? Did the cloud provider make a change? How will you 
troubleshoot all the piece-parts? The reality is that the level of observability and root cause correlation on a 
global scale needed to meet enterprise requirements for reliability and security is not possible with a third-party 
tool bolted on to a DIY VDI product. 

Workspot WatchTM is an integral part of Workspot’s Cloud PC platform. Workspot Watch is a sophisticated, big 
data trending and correlation engine that makes global Cloud PC observability easy. Workspot Watch collects 
millions of messages from endpoint devices, Cloud PC agents, protocol gateways, enterprise connectors, and 
other Workspot Control Plane services. The data is gathered from multiple clouds and hundreds of regions around 
the globe.

THE NOC TRANSFORMS INSIGHTS INTO ACTION
The Workspot Network Operations Center (NOC) analyzes data collected by Workspot Watch to identify patterns 
that could impact Cloud PC availability. Customers can observe incidents in real-time for their Cloud PCs, e.g., 
which users are not able to connect? Which are seeing poor performance? Patterns, such as all users using the 
same device type, or connecting from the same region, or accessing Cloud PCs within the same cloud, form the 
basis for immediate and actionable insights.

Network Operations Center

• Downtime can cost millions

• How will you troubleshoot?

• DIY observability is difficult
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ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS
There are many different reasons a user 
can have problems connecting to their 
Cloud PC or experience poor performance:
• DNS updates

• Active Directory updates

• Driver updates

• Configuration updates, e.g., new Cloud 
PC  image, user deletion, group 
membership

• IaaS updates

• Workspot updates

In order to facilitate root cause analysis, 
Workspot built a distributed tracing tool in 
the NOC to bring together log files and 
updated information across sub-systems 
for all users into a single, chronologically 
ordered stream. This trace helps IT identify 
the potential root cause of the problem.
Further, you can access detailed up-to-
date information about the various 
infrastructure components inside the NOC.

BLAST RADIUS ANALYSIS
There are some incidents – IaaS failures, Workspot problems, driver updates 
- that need a more global view to fully understand. That’s why our Operations 
Team has a global view of all users across all our customers in the NOC.  Our 
team looks at individual errors and performs blast radius analysis to 
determine if a problem at one customer might potentially affect other 
customers. For example, a faulty update in an IaaS region will affect more 
than one customer. Often, we’re able to provide the IaaS vendor helpful 
information about multiple customers being negatively affected by their 
update, enabling faster action than if each customer reported the error to the 
vendor individually. This facilitates problem resolution in hours vs. days. 
Similarly, when a defective GPU driver update started affecting an 
application at more than one customer, Workspot was able to inform the GPU 
manufacturer of the problem across multiple customers. 
While this global customer view is exclusive to Workspot’s Operations Team, 
the global blast radius analysis and actionable reporting delivers unmatched 
reliability benefits to every customer. 

• Real-time observability

• Identify root cause

• Identify blast radius

SEE IT IN ACTION – SCHEDULE A DEMO!
Workspot Watch and the Network Operations Center enable us to offer the industry’s leading SLA for virtual 
desktops. Downtime is costly – don’t settle for less. No other virtual desktop solution can deliver the observability 
depth and breadth you need to protect your business.  Learn more about the Workspot Cloud PC platform, 
including Workspot Watch, the Network Operations Center, and more. Schedule a live demo now.

https://www.workspot.com/schedule-my-demo/

